BUSINESS PRACTICES

Negotiating Raises and Terms of
Employment for Golf Instructors
By John Torsiello, Contributing Writer
Sitting down with a supervisor or manager to ask for a
raise is a scenario that employees either dread or look forward to—in some cases it’s probably both. Today’s skilled
golf professional whose job emphasizes teaching is living
in promising times. Instruction is being valued more highly,
which translates to a better shot at higher earnings. The
key is to approach your negotiations wisely.
Important questions surround any salary review or discussion of pay increases, including:
• What pay and benefits should I ask for?
• When should I ask for them?
• How do I make a compelling case for what I want and
what I deserve?
• How do I respond if my request is turned down?
As you plan for these discussions, two factors tend to be
diﬀerence-makers: Preparation
and timing. Cover those two
bases and you are likely to
have a productive exchange
rather than an awkward standoﬀ. It helps greatly if you’re able
to answer yes to certain relevant questions, including:
• Is the business doing reasonably well?
• Are ownership and management fairly stable—not
in transition?
• Am I performing well and
bringing a positive presence to the workplace?
• Has an appropriate amount
of time gone by since my
last compensation adjustment?
If you’re on sound footing relative to those fundamentals, you can ask yourself a more pointed question, one
that’s related to your own mobility. Namely: How ready
or likely am I to leave my position and go work someplace else?
Bear all these contextual factors in mind and then examine your own job performance in detail, looking for

strong signs that your contribution is helping lift the business. “Generally speaking,” says Jack Brennan, principal at
Paladin Golf Marketing, “a raise is given to a person who
has created value for a company in the form of new business, repeat business or referrals. In other words, they’ve
generated revenue beyond expectations.”
A wrinkle to add to that statement involves comparative
performance—this is particularly relevant at golf facilities
with multiple teaching professionals. “When a teaching pro
can show that they are generating revenues at a superior
level, they should be very comfortable approaching their
manager, documenting their value and suggesting that they
are due for a raise or bonus,” says Brennan.
Almost everyone thinks they’re worth more money, but
most are hesitant to ask for it. That’s the view of Dr. Marie
McIntyre, author of "Secrets to Winning at Oﬃce Politics”

and a frequent contributor to CNBC. “Asking doesn’t guarantee that you will get a raise, but not asking may ensure
that you don’t,” she says. “These conversations can often
be uncomfortable and unproductive, so it pays to prepare.”
Dr. McIntyre believes the best time to ask for a raise is
when you have just completed a big project, solved a major problem, taken on new responsibilities, or done something else noteworthy. “But if you have recently blown
through your budget, fallen short of your goals or had a
major screw-up, forget about that pay increase for a while,”
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she adds. “And if your boss was just called on the carpet
by the CEO, or your company is looking at layoﬀs, that’s
obviously not a good time.”
Don Hurter, head golf professional at Castle Pines Golf
Club in Colorado, has “been fortunate,” he says, to receive
three raises in the last five years without having to ask for
them. Based on the steady recent success of the Castle
Pines golf operation, Hurter surely could have initiated a
discussion of his compensation. In response
to the financial collapse of 2008, the club had
been forced to trim salaries by 10 percent. On
that basis, Castle Pines employees were
armed with one strong argument in favor of
subsequent raises—the simple fact that they
had once earned more they were now making.
That gave Hurter et al. a clear precedent for at
least a 10 percent move back upward. Again,
strong performance of the operation is what
truly opened the door.
Your status as a rainmaker whose skills and
personality can boost revenue is plainly a plus.
There’s also an advantage in showing that you
view the operation as a whole, rather than obsessing on your own niche within it. Proof of
attunement to the overall business will show
up in how you time your request for a salary
bump. Paul Adams, director of golf at the
Fairmont Southampton in Bermuda, says that
because companies have budgets to stick to it
is diﬃcult to increase payroll mid-way through
the year. “Typically, the budgets are done toward season’s end, in preparation for year ahead,” Adams
says. “The time to discuss salary depends on when the
company does its budget.”
Interestingly, the performance-review season—if your
company has one—isn’t always the best time to ask about
a raise. “In many companies,” says McIntyre, “salary decisions are made before appraisals are discussed with em-

ployees, so you want to get your request on the table before review time. If your organization does appraisals in
November, for example, you should make your raise request in September.”
In the judgement of Ben Austin, head professional at
Deerfield Golf & Tennis Club in Newark, Del., you don't
want to ask for a raise in a casual conversation. “Set a time
to have a meeting and be prepared to prove why you are

worth the bigger number,” he advises. His fellow Proponent
Group member, Gerard Scheer, Jr., agrees. “I would start
the conversation at the end of the current season and be
prepared with supporting documents to plead your case,”
says Scheer, whose position at Aspetuck Valley Country
Club in Weston, Conn., is first assistant professional in
charge of instruction.

5 BASIC RULES WHEN SEEKING BETTER COMPENSATION
•

•

•

The two vital factors are preparation and timing. If you
have just completed a big project, solved a major problem, taken on new responsibilities, or done something
else noteworthy, strongly consider “striking while the iron
is hot.“

you’ve been responsible for adding, how many clubfitting
sessions, and so forth. Document your economic impact
on the club.

The performance-review season is isn’t always the best
time to ask about a raise. Because of the budget-prep
process, you many need to get your request on the table
before review time, even a couple of months prior to it.
Try to “quantify your existence,” as one veteran manager
puts it, by producing a record of how many rounds of golf
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•

Be proactive about researching wage-and-benefit profiles
of area instructors close in rank to you. Ask around and
keep notes on how your peers are compensated.

•

An ideal way to gain leverage in salary negotiations is to
be offered a job elsewhere at higher pay. But since your
current employer has to value you highly enough to want
to keep you, don’t share the news of the rival offer unless
you’re prepared to accept it and move on. – J.T.
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It probably goes without saying, but the basis for having
more dollars added to your paycheck can’t be personal life
circumstances. You’ll only receive a raise, according to
McIntyre, because of the value you bring to the company
through outstanding ability, attitude, or both. “The fact that
you have a lot of mouths to feed or some other hardship is
completely irrelevant,” she says. “Don’t ever plead for more
money because you need it. Sell your boss on the fact that
your performance makes you worth it.”
Documentation is vital when making your case. Tim
Mahoney, director of education for Troon Golf, says that
when a teaching professional or director of instruction
walks into his oﬃce for a salary review he
wants that person to “quantify their existence.” Mahoney adds: “I want to see a
daily record of how many rounds of golf
they were responsible for adding, how
many clubfitting sessions, and so forth. I
am looking for numbers that express their
economic impact on the club.”
It helps to have a management person
in your corner, naturally. Recently Hurter
took up the cudgels for his assistants by
researching what comparable clubs were
paying their own assistant professionals.
One important correlation that came up in
his research—and this sort of documentation is spreading quickly through the industry—was between lesson-taking and
spend-per-member. “I provided the general manager with a list of lesson takers at
the club,” Hurter says, “along with a sheet
showing how much money they spent. He
was impressed.”
As the cause-effect relationship continues to be proven between instruction-program engagement and dollars spent at
the club, younger professionals who devote so much time and
personal energy to these programs stand to gain. The example
of Castle Pines is just one among many that could be cited.
When the time comes to ask for more money it’s the employee’s job to toot his or her own horn. Strategically, they are
better off doing a little bit of that on a regular basis, rather
than saving it all for one information dump. “If you are demonstrating your value day after day, that goes miles,” says
Austin. “The conversation becomes much easier when you’re
asking for a raise if your boss already knows your value rather
than you having to prove it all in a single meeting.”
Along with not waiting to spotlight your conscientiousness
and your value, you should also be proactive about researching the wage-and-benefit profiles of area instructors close in
rank to you. Make it a habit as you travel to keep notes on
how your peers are compensated, and on what their working
conditions and job descriptions are like.
Every job has a market value, according to Dr. McIntyre.

Learn the value of yours by networking with peers at other
facilities or checking salary-comparison websites. “Be careful
about cross-company comparisons,” she warns. “The same
title can mean different things at different companies. So you
need to compare responsibilities.” She considers it helpful to
find out in advance what the benchmarks are for compensation hikes. “Well before you intend to request more money or
responsibility, ask your manager what the criteria would be for
getting a raise or promotion,” advises McIntyre. “If your boss
has never thought about this before, your question may
stimulate some helpful discussion.”
And if you get turned down for a raise, walk away with

your head up. For Austin, the negative answer isn’t necessarily the end of the process. “I would respect the decision
but let it be known that I’d like to ask some additional
questions,” he says. “I would ask what tasks should be
met for a raise to be granted and what timetable this would
be on. I would let the boss know that my goal is to earn a
raise and I’d ask for feedback on what improvements or
accomplishments are needed in order for that to happen.”
A superior way to gain leverage in salary negotiations,
according to McIntyre, is to be oﬀered a job elsewhere at
higher pay. “Of course, your employer has to value you
highly enough to want to keep you,” she notes, so don’t
share the news of the rival oﬀer unless you’re prepared to
accept it. But getting noticed for what you do well is generally a very good thing. To that end, make sure you perform above and beyond expectations, and document your
worth to your club or facility. It will make getting that next
raise much easier come salary negotiation time.
For more information on negotiating a raise, download
the full text of our Instructor’s Guide to Negotiating a Raise
in the Business Guides section of the members website.
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